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Abstract. The article presents a calculation procedure for determining the maximum 

permissible load on the welded structure of the transport carriage. During the transport 

carriages operation inside the production hall there was no breakage of the welding 

joints. The use of carriages outside the hall and with an uneven surface began to 

create cracks and fractures in the weld joints. The values of vertical accelerations that 

were generated by running on uneven surfaces were determined by experimental 

measurement. To avoid cracks in welded joints, the maximum permissible load value 

of the transport carriage was subsequently determined by calculation using FEM. 
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1 Introduction  

The purpose of the carriage is transport some various kinds of costs. During use of the 

carriage in the exterior on the construction were started some deformations which are 

looked like a rift of welding joints. The carriage is pulling by the same standard electric 

tractor in the interior and in the exterior as well. 

Based on the request there were made some experimental measurements by using the 

carriage in the exterior [1, 2]. Subsequently, their results were evaluated and they were used 

as an input data for the calculation by the Finite Element Method (FEM) [3]. 

2 Experimental measurement and evaluation of results 

During the process of measurement there were used piezoelectric accelerometers which 

were fitted on unsuspended axle near the wheels (Fig. 1) [4, 5]. Accelerometers were 

marked ACC 1 till ACC 4 according Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Accelerometers on axles 

 

 

Fig. 2. Marking of accelerometer versus move direction 

Steel frames were used as the burden. They were typed as the hardest possible way of 

the burden which can be transported by this carriage. Four types of measurements there 

were noted down by using the accelerometers [6, 7]. 

Several values with different tops were measured by the process of measurement. The 

highest tops were chosen and written into the Table 1. 

Table 1. Measured accelerations 

Motion 

 max ACC1 

[ms-2] 

max ACC2 

[ms-2] 

max ACC3 

[ms-2] 

max ACC4 

[ms-2] 

plus minus plus minus plus minus plus minus 

Slow motion on a paneled 

road (empty carriage) 
5.114 -5.113 4.797 -5.12 5.116 -5.114 5.112 -5.117 

Fast motion on a paneled 

road (empty carriage) 
14.405 -8.046 14.699 -9.09 10.859 -10.14 11.428 -7.863 

Slow motion on a railway 

crossing (empty carriage) 
13.296 -7.82 10.314 -9.69 14.735 -10.5 11.085 -7.86 

Slow motion on a railway 

crossing (loaded carriage) 
12.927 -8.07 12.113 -8.64 12.674 -8.94 10.684 -8.21 



3 FEM analyses 

The basic request for the stress analysis of the transport carriage is to analyze the condition 

of the state of stress in the carriage parts of the construction by the transition of the carriage 

through the obstacle. We can see from the results of some experimental measurements that 

when the empty carriage went through the obstacle by the speed of 4–6 km·h
-1

 appeals on 

the construction additional acceleration in vertical way in the size ap = 14.735 m·s
-2

. This 

value is the highest of the measured values and it represents the biggest load which effects 

the construction of the carriage in the exterior [5, 8, 9]. 

On the model of the carriage parts was applied additional acceleration in the value of 

ap = 14.735 m·s
-2

. The complete acceleration was created by the gravitation and the 

additional acceleration of ay = 24.545 m·s
-2

. 

The weight of superstructure included the door was substituted by the force effect in the 

places of connections of the superstructure into the carriage part of the construction of the 

transport carriage. The weight of the superstructure was determined as the conjunction of 

the result acceleration and the weight of the construction of the superstructure. The weight 

of the load represents the pressure on the floor which can be given as the weight on one 

square meter multiplied by the value of the result acceleration [1, 10, 11]. 

The construction will be suspended with the aim of the permission of deformations of 

the construction in the places of the wheels. The elastic constrain of the construction is 

chosen from the reason of small spring loading of the wheels and friction constrain of the 

wheel with the roadway. 

The construction of the carriage is created by the rolled profiles. The thickness of the 

rolled profiles is much smaller than other dimensions of the profiles in these construction 

elements. This type of the construction in the working out of deformation-stress analysis 

can be substituted by shell elements [4, 12]. 

The linear elastic material model was used during the preparation of the mathematical 

model. The usage of the linear material model is adequate and it is not needed to use 

nonlinear material models, whereas there is the basic expectation that the construction has 

to be operated from the point of view of the secure use in the allowed stresses area. This 

ensures that the stress is lower than the Yield strength [1, 13]. 

3.1 Mesh of the geometric model 

The geometrical model was created in CAD system and imported into the CAE software 

with divided parts. According to standard progress there were extracted middle planes parts 

which will be working out through the shell elements. 

The remaining parts are made by the solid elements as we can see in the Fig. 3 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Undercarriage with solid elements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Frame with shell elements 

3.2 Boundary conditions 

Springs were used in terms of deformation boundary conditions. Generally, there were used 

12 springs on the model according to the Fig. 5. The forces boundary conditions were 

depended on the parts of the construction and their joints. The weight of the construction 

and substruction were applied as a force. The weight of load was applied by the way of 

pressure on the floor [14, 15]. 

The created finite element model of the transport carriage is made from 10 independent 

bodies and 10 independent meshes of the finite elements as well [16, 17]. The meshes are 

connected through the contact which is defined between following parts of the construction: 

 the contact between the wheel pins and the undercarriage with the gluemesh in 4 places, 

 the contact between the undercarriage and the turning platform with the gluemesh in 2 

places, 



 the contact between the frame and the turning platform with the gluemesh in the 2 

places, 

 the contact between the floor and the frame without friction in 1 place. The contact 

between the floor and the frame has to be carried by normal load; tangential 

components making the membrane load in the floor cannot be carried. The floor is laid 

on the frame - it is not connected hard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Deformation boundary condition on the wheel shaft 

4 FEA results 

According to Figures 6 to 9 we can see two conditions which were solved by von Mises. 

The first condition is marked as Time 1 and its load is in the static way, i.e. without 

accelerations. The second condition is marked as Time 19 and it is dynamic, i.e. with 

accelerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Von Mises stress on undercarriage in Time 1 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Von Mises stress on undercarriage in Time 19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Von Mises stress on a frame in Time 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Von Mises stress on a frame in Time 19 

Solution for both problem versions clearly show that the construction cannot hold in the 

exterior and the caused stress in tolerable transcending the allowing Yield stress of the 

S 235 material. Welded joints are loaded excessively and dynamic effects may cause 

cracking of the joints and subsequent destruction of the frame. 

Conclusion 

The transport carriage has been designed to operate in the interior of the production hall. 

Usage the transport carriage during transport of the material in outdoor environments with 

significantly uneven surface causes additional loads from dynamic effects. 

Local points where the stress state exceeds the yield strength were determined by 

analyzing the stress state of the welded structure of the carriage under static load mode. The 

stress state analysis was done also for dynamic load mode. Results of the analysis have 

shown that there is significantly exceeded yield strength and maximum allowable load of 

the carriage needs to be reduced to approximately 1/3 of the load. 

The proposed reductions in the carrying capacity of the transport carriage allow safe 

operation and significantly reduce the probability of fatigue cracks at the weld joints. 

However, the carriage failure due to fatigue cracks cannot be completely ruled out due to 

the unknown history of the previous operation. Existing cracks that arose in the previous 

operation may continue to grow even at reduced load. 
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